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RESUMO 

 

A computação em nuvem como modelo para serviços de software tornou-se uma            

solução cada vez mais popular para empresas e indivíduos. O enorme crescimento e             

adoção de soluções de computação em nuvem traz muitos benefícios, mas também            

riscos, principalmente em relação à segurança. A computação em nuvem tornou-se           

notória ao longo dos anos por suas violações de segurança, sejam elas fotografias de              

celebridades ou informações particulares sobre dados do usuário e padrões de           

comportamento. A segurança dos dados, em particular, tornou-se um tópico importante           

em torno da computação em nuvem devido à natureza crítica de qualquer possível             

violação. Recentemente, preocupações com privacidade de dados foram além da          

consternação popular e entraram em legislação, com muitos países propondo leis sobre            

privacidade e criptografia de dados. Diante desse cenário contemporâneo, esta pesquisa           

investiga e analisa o estado atual da segurança da computação em nuvem,            

principalmente no que diz respeito à segurança dos dados. Nossa análise é dividida em              

três categorias distintas: uma visão geral da arquitetura de computação em nuvem e             

problemas gerais de segurança, os padrões de segurança implementados por três           

softwares de segurança de dados em nuvem corporativos diferentes e uma análise dos             

diferentes ataques que podem ser realizados contra o referido software, as           

vulnerabilidades que eles procuram explorar e suas contramedidas. 

 

 

Palavras-chave: Nuvem, Segurança na Nuvem, Ataque.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Cloud computing as a model for software services has become an ever more popular              

solution for both businesses and individuals alike. The enormous growth and adoption            

of cloud computing solutions brings many benefits, but also risks, especially in regard             

to security. Cloud computing has become notorious over the years for its security             

breaches, be they celebrity photographs or private information about user data and            

behavioral patterns. Data security, in particular, has become a hot topic surrounding            

cloud computing due to the critical nature of any potential breach; data privacy concerns              

recently have gone beyond popular consternation and into legislation, with many           

countries proposing laws regarding data privacy and encryption. Given this          

contemporary scenario this research investigates and analyzes the current state of cloud            

computing security, particularly in regard to data security. Our analysis is broken up             

into three distinct categories: an overview of cloud computing architecture and general            

security problems, the security standards implemented by three different enterprise          

cloud data security softwares, and an analysis of the different attacks which might be              

carried out against said software, the vulnerabilities they seek to exploit and their             

countermeasures.  

 

Keywords: Cloud, Cloud Security, Attack. 
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1- Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

 

Cloud computing as a model for software development, storage and communication has            

become a staple of twenty-first century technology. Almost everyone uses it in their             

day-to-day life, even if unknowingly. It has made many services such as file sharing,              

data storage and resource management easier, cheaper and more accessible. These are            

all welcome changes until the issue of security is analysed. Because while cloud             

computing may be a practical and widespread approach, it’s security standards leave            

much to be desired. Data leaks, security breaches and ransomware threats have become             

notoriously tied to cloud computing software models, and as this technology continues            

to grow there is an ever-increasing need for better and more reliable security standards              

and solutions. 

 

It’s not for nothing that cloud services, particularly data storage, have become so             

popular in recent years. Traditional approaches to data storage, such as in-house servers,             

present a series of drawbacks that are easily addressed by data storage in the cloud such                

as the need to install and maintain physical hardware and infrastructure on premises, as              

opposed to the scalability of a remote Cloud server. The scalability of cloud servers              

means that any kind of data expansion should be reasonably accommodated by the             

cloud service provider, which makes data expansion a non-issue so long as the costs of               

expanding the cloud resources are properly accounted and budgeted for. The availability            

of cloud services is another big factor in considering cloud data storage. Storing data or               

running applications on the cloud means that employees can connect and access needed             

information anytime from anywhere, without the added complexities of VPNs. Data           

stored on cloud servers can be backed up anytime, diminishing the losses in the event of                

a disaster scenario. Most cloud providers also offer uptime guarantees, so while outages             

do occur every once in a while, they are usually short and trivial compared to the                
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potential downtime of an in-house server. When in-house servers suffer an outage for             

whatever reason, recovery of data or systems or the wait time for replacement             

equipment and diagnosis and repairs can be very lengthy. 

 

Cloud data storage clearly comes with a series of benefits for most organizations             

looking to improve their access to data. However, cloud data storage does come with a               

series of cons as well, chiefly among these data privacy and security. Even though large               

cloud service providers invest substantial resources into implementing and researching          

state-of-the-art security solutions for their cloud services, as we will observe in this             

research there are some kinds of cloud-specific attacks which they might still fall prey              

to, resulting in the loss or tampering of customer’s data. Also, storing critical data on               

the cloud may be an issue as often times third-party applications will have access to               

cloud data.  

 

For a prime example we might look at our own school, the School of Applied               

Informatics at the Federal University of the State of Rio de Janeiro. The current solution               

of in-house data storage servers often presents challenges such as long periods of             

downtime, infrastructure maintenance, difficulties in employees accessing necessary        

information, not to mention the substantial and ever-increasing quantities of important           

data which need to be carefully backed up as the loss of student and teacher records                

could impede the entire school from functioning. Migration of data storage to the cloud              

could be an interesting solution that might address many of the current issues. However,              

the confidential and delicate nature of much of this data, mainly students and teachers              

personal information, records and projects, means that security and privacy concerns           

surrounding the storage of the school’s data is not inconsequential and are the reason              

why many organizations may still hesitate to migrate their data services to a cloud              

environment. Data privacy is also becoming a law in many countries. Storing data in the               

cloud can result in sensitive data that is stored in places where laws are stricter than                

those in the data source territory. For example, the Brazilian General Data Protection             

Act (LGPD) and the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) require stricter            
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protection for personal data of individuals within countries under their jurisdiction.           

These requirements also apply to companies located in other regions of the world.  1

Because of this, in this research we will be taking a closer look at security standards                 

and vulnerabilities present in cloud computing, particularly data storage services. 

 

 

1.2 Objectives 

 

This paper consists of an exploratory research through an international literature review            

regarding state-of-the-art cloud computing security. The objective of this research will           

be to compile and analyze recent tendencies in cloud computing security solutions by             

addressing critical attacks and countermeasures that have been brought to light in recent             

years. In order to do that, we seek to address some of the security concerns surrounding                

cloud computing software, especially data security, by making an in-depth analysis of            

current cloud computing security standards, vulnerabilities, and solutions. We will          

contrast these to current deployed cloud computing data storage softwares and compare            

their implemented security standards to those being proposed in recent literature. We            

will then analyze some of the most critical attacks that can be carried out against cloud                

software, their origins, means and countermeasures. 

 

1.3 Organization of the text 

The following monograph will be structured as follows: 

 

Chapter II: Research background into the different kinds of Cloud Computing           

technologies, their main security risks and breaches as well as currently           

implemented or proposed security solutions according to state-of-the-art software         

and research literature. 

1 Available at https://leadcomm.com.br/2019/05/17/desafios-de-seguranca-na-nuvem/ access on Dec 15, 
2019. 
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Chapter III: This chapter looks at three similar cloud computing data storage            

softwares. Their security standards are analyzed, compared and any possible          

security vulnerabilities are noted.  

Chapter IV: This chapter analyzes a few of the most critical threats and attacks              

cloud computing software currently faces. These attacks are analyzed based on how            

they might be carried out, which vulnerabilities they seek to exploit and also what              

are the possible countermeasures that might be employed against them. We will            

contrast these vulnerabilities and countermeasures to the cloud data storage          

softwares analyzed in chapter 3. 

Chapter V: Here we will analyze the results of our study on cloud software security               

standards as well as propose future research which may be necessary within this             

subject matter. 
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2 - Research Background 

In this chapter we will look at the different models of Cloud Computing and how               

security risks and vulnerabilities vary between them. We will address some of the main              

Cloud Computing security concerns and their proposed solutions. We will also talk            

about existing research that has been done on different cloud computing security            

software. 

 

2.1 What is Cloud Computing? 

 

The term “Cloud Computing” has circulated in the industry for over a decade and is               

frequently referenced as a popular solution to many storage, hardware, software, data            

and processing issues. But what exactly is Cloud Computing? What problems does it             

seek to solve? What are its limitations? At times, the purpose of this architecture can be                

as nebulous as the name implies. In this section we will map out the basic structure of a                  

Cloud Computing service and architecture. 

 

In the widest of terms, Cloud Computing could be defined as the provision of              

computational services (software development platforms, servers, storage, etc) over the          

internet and to end users. The providers of these services are referred to as              

cloud-computing vendors. Cloud-computing vendors are typically responsible for the         

back-end and hardware of the application they are selling. End users can then pay for               

the resources they consume to use from the cloud-computing vendor’s hardware, such            

as memory, processing time and bandwidth. 

 

The services provided by a cloud-computing vendor are traditionally divided into three            

distinct categories (Hashizume et al, 2013): 
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● Software as a Service (SaaS) 

● Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

● Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

 

Different cloud-computing vendors can provide some or all of these different types of             

services, depending on their requirements and business model. Let’s breakdown the           

characteristics and differences between these categories of services:  

 

● Software as a Service 

SaaS or Software as a Service is a software distribution model in which             

applications are hosted by a vendor or service provider and made           

available to customers over a network (Internet).  

Traditionally, software applications needed to be purchased upfront and         

then installed on to a computer. SaaS users, on the other hand, utilize             

software online and periodic subscriptions are the most common         

payment method, as opposed to one-time payments. A majority of SaaS           

applications are run directly through the web browser, and do not require            

any installation on the client side. 

Common tasks performed using SaaS are accounting, invoices, email,         

document storage, etc. 

● Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

PaaS or Platform as a Service provides varied environments to allow           

developers to build applications and services. Developers essentially rent         

everything they need to build their application, relying on the cloud           

provider for development tools, infrastructure and operating systems. 

The main offerings included by PaaS vendors are development tools,          

middleware, operating systems, database management and infrastructure. 
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● Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) also known as Hardware as a Service            

(HaaS) delivers cloud computing infrastructure, including servers,       

network, operating systems, and storage through virtualization       

technology. These cloud servers are typically provided to the end user           

though a dashboard or an API, giving IaaS clients complete control over            

the entire infrastructure. IaaS provides the same capabilities and         

technologies as traditional data center, but there is no need for the end             

user to physically maintain it. They can access their servers and storage            

directly through the cloud.  

The relationship and dependencies between these layers can be represented through           

Figure 1, where each layer may affect the other above or below. 

 

Figure 1: Different layers of cloud service models 

 

2.2 Security Challenges Throughout the Different Cloud Service Models 

 

We have successfully defined the different types of Cloud Computing services, their            

target users, objectives and products. Now we will look at the challenges present             
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throughout these different models, in particular those pertaining to Security. What are            

the most current and pressing of these security challenges? What are some of their              

currently proposed solutions? Over the years Cloud Computing solutions have become           

notorious for their security breaches, and in this section we will discuss and analyze the               

root causes and challenges behind some of these security vulnerabilities and threats. 

 

With SaaS the burden of security lies with the cloud provider, due to the high degree of                 

abstraction and integrated functionality which means the end customers have very little            

control. Conversely, PaaS offers some control to the end user, and IaaS more than either               

of the previous models (Hashizume et al, 2013). 

 

Because of the dependencies between these three models, namely the fact that PaaS and              

SaaS are hosted on top of IaaS, any security breach in IaaS will necessarily impact the                

other two. The same goes for PaaS security breaches affecting SaaS. Any attack to a               

cloud service layer can compromise the upper layers (Hashizume et al, 2013). Below we              

will analyze some of the main security threats regarding these three models. 

 

● SaaS 

Since application in SaaS are typically delivered through a web browser,           

security challenges in SaaS can be very similar to those in any web             

application technology. However, when it comes to SaaS, traditional         

solutions can only go so far. There are a variety of security threats             

unique to SaaS and Cloud Computing as a whole that need to be dealt              

with as well (Subashini and Kavitha, 2011). 

Patel et al (Patel and Rekha, 2014) divide the different kinds of security             

threats as follows into eight distinct categories: Authentication and         

Authorization, Data Confidentiality, Availability, Information Security,      

Data Access, Network Security, Data Breaches, Identity Management        

and Sign-on Process. 
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● Authentication and Authorization: the lack of access to        

physical hardware may generate the need for new        

authentication and authorization processes. 

● Data Confidentiality: data privacy is an especially       

sensitive issue in our current society and breaches of         

private information are a big risk, be they intentional or          

not. Special care has to be taken with any entity’s data           

that is being stored online. 

● Availability: resources and data should be readily       

available to the appropriate personnel. 

● Information Security: strong encryption techniques are      

one example of a measure to safeguard against malicious         

attackers and other security breaches that may result in         

stolen data. 

● Data Access: while end users are ultimately responsible        

for data access and deciding which users get access to          

what information, SaaS must be flexible and robust        

enough to adhere to the permission policies put forward         

by their end users. 

● Network Security: the voluminous data that flows through        

the networks connecting SaaS solutions to their end users         

must be secure. 

● Data Breaches: since data from so many different        

companies and individuals is all stored together, a single         

data breach into one of these entities may compromise all          

of them. This makes any breach much more serious as it           

stops being an isolated event. 

● Identity Management and Sign-on Process: ID      

management is a big challenge in information security        

which becomes even more crucial and complicated when        

applied to an SaaS provider. 
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● PaaS 

Devi and Genensan (Devi and Ganesan, 2015) define the main categories           

of PaaS security vulnerabilities as Interoperability, Host Vulnerability,        

Object Vulnerability, and Access Control. They can be defined as          

follows: 

● Interoperability: this feature is what allows code to be written          

using more than one cloud provider, and on more than one level            

(SaaS, PaaS or IaaS). 

● Host Vulnerability: since in cloud computing a breach in a host’s           

security also compromises the tenants and users, special care has          

to be taken. 

● Object Vulnerability: since service providers can access and        

modify a user’s object, Devi and Genensan have listed three ways           

in which this might cause a security breach: 

○ A provider may access a user object maliciously. This         

kind of attack is very expensive to prevent, and is usually           

only avoidable when there is trust between a provider and          

users. 

○ Users may attack each other’s objects if they are tenants          

of a same host. This is because tenant objects share the           

same resources. 

○ Third party attack. This is usually solvable with secure         

encrypting. 

 

● IaaS 

Chawki et al (Chawki et al, 2018) list two interesting areas of security             

vulnerability in IaaS models. These are SLA (Cloud service-level         

agreement) security issues and networking security issues. Additionally,        

Morsey et al (Morsey et al, 2010) lists three additional areas of IaaS             
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security issues which are VM Security, Virtual Network Security and          

Hypervisor Security. While these might be older they are still very much            

relevant to contemporary cloud computing security: 

● SLA security issues: An SLA is an agreement between a cloud           

service provider and a customer that ensues a minimum level of           

service will be maintained. While SLAs are very much necessary          

and important to depict the availability and user's data privacy,          

there exists no standardization to perform an SLA between two          

parties. This means that CSPs might attempt to hide or leave out            

many necessary parameters in an SLA that would safeguard users          

data and privacy. 

● Networking security issues: Due to the complexity of cloud         

architecture networks they are vulnerable to a series of attacks, as           

we will see in later chapters.  

● VM Security: VM’s must be secured both against traditional         

security threats such as malware and viruses, and also against          

cloud-specific threats such as malicious code injection into        

offline VM images. Traditional security is usually the        

responsibility of the consumer, while VM images are the         

responsibility of the cloud provider. Cloud providers are also         

responsible for securing the boundaries of their VMs. 

● Virtual Network Security: since various tenants share the same         

network infrastructure this increases the vulnerability of DNS        

servers, DHCP and IP protocol vulnerabilities. 

● Hypervisor Security: “A hypervisor is the “virtualizer” that maps         

from physical resources to virtualized resources and vice-versa”        

(Morsy et al, 2010). This means that a hypervisor is the main            

controller of any access to the physical server resources by VMs.           

Therefore, any security violation of the hypervisor also puts the          

VMs at risk. 
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2.3 Security Solutions  

 

Since Cloud Computing is a relatively new and ever-changing technology, the 

solutions to security issues are a hot research topic, with dozens of frameworks and              

services coming forward to present their solution as the new market standard.  

Below we will discuss some of the solutions to the problems identified above proposed              

by past research. 

● Identity and access management: this can be anything from         

multifactor authentication to credentials and Secure Shell keys        

(SSH). CSA’s Identity and access management guidance details        

different policies and solutions to implement in these regards. 

● Attribute-based Proxy Re-Encryption: proposed by Jeong-Min      

Do et al (2011) as a solution to Data Confidentiality issues in            

Cloud Computing environments. Their proposed system models       

divides the data file into header and body while the scheme           

selectively delegates decryption rights using Type-based Proxy       

Re-Encryption. This is a cryptographic scheme in which a proxy          

is able to convert ciphertext encrypted under a public key into           

ciphertext that can be decrypted by a secret key. Data          

confidentiality would be guaranteed by dividing the data into         

header and body. Through this the data owner can selectively          

delegate decryption rights for all or part of the data. 

● Data dispersion: a commonly used solution to availability issues,         

data dispersion permits data to be reproduced through a         

distributed storage infrastructure. It allows a service provider to         

offer storage services based on the level of the user’s          

subscription. 

● Information Security Risk Management Framework (Zhang et al,        

2010): The Information Security Risk Management Framework       

proposed by Zhang et al is only one example of a framework that             
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can be applied by cloud providers to do risk mitigation in regard            

to Information Security. This framework consists of seven        

processes: selecting relevant critical areas, strategy and planning,        

risk analysis, risk assessment, risk mitigation, assessing and        

monitoring program, and risk management review. Each process        

is necessary to clarify specific roles, responsibilities, and        

accountability for each major process step. 

Strong encryption techniques are another common safeguard       

against malicious attackers and data leaks. 

● Multi-user access policies (Ion et al, 2011) and Data Access          

Management (Basescu et al, 2011): two examples of frameworks         

proposed as solutions to Data Access security risks. Ion et al (Ion            

et al, 2011) shows the implementation of a scheme that allows           

making SQL-like queries on encrypted databases in a multi-user         

setting while preserving access rights. Basescu et al (Basescu et          

al, 2011) proposes a security management framework which        

allows providers of Cloud data management systems to define         

and enforce complex security policies. 

● Network security for virtual machines (Wu et al, 2010) and          

Network Security Sandbox (Xiaopeng et al, 2010): Both are         

interesting solutions for Network Security issues. Wu et al (2010)          

proposes a virtual network framework aimed to control the         

intercommunication between virtual machines. Xiaopeng et al       

(2010) presents a framework (VNSS) which provides both a         

guarantee of distinct security level requirement and full lifecycle         

protection for a virtual machine to provide continuous protection         

for a virtual network environment. 

 

The solutions and problems proposed above are but a general look at the immense scope               

that is cloud computing architecture and the problems it presents. In the next chapter we               

will narrow the scope of our research by analysing particularly data storage cloud             
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softwares. In the subsequent chapters we will look at the functionalities and security             

measures currently implemented in enterprise cloud data storage softwares, and see           

what kind of attacks might be carried out against them, which would be most critical in                

terms of data loss, and which vulnerabilities they might exploit. 
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3 - A Look at Security Standards in Enterprise Cloud 

Software 

In the previous chapter we presented the most common and widely recognized Cloud             

Computing security issues and solutions. Clearly, there is a wide and varied range to the               

different kinds of security breaches that may take place when dealing with Cloud             

software. In this chapter we will narrow the scope of our analysis and take a look at                 

security issues that may arise when dealing with data storage on the cloud.  

 

For this we will look at three different file hosting services: ownCloud, FileCloud and              

PowerFolder. We will compare the similarities and differences between them and look            

at possible security vulnerabilities present in their structure that could be exploited by             

malicious users. We will contrast these with the security measures currently employed            

by these softwares. 

 

3.1 File Hosting in the Cloud 

 

File hosting, otherwise known as cloud data storage, allows users to store their data              

remotely with the cloud service provider as opposed to locally on a hard drive. This               

means users can then access their stored data anywhere, anytime over the internet. This              

allows for a great range of flexibility as users can use a multitude of different devices                

and locations yet still have consistent access to their data. Because of this cloud data               

storage has become a staple of contemporary file hosting and sharing for businesses and              

individuals alike. There is an estimated 2 billion users of personal cloud storage as of               

2019 and this number is predicted to keep growing (STATISTA, 2016).  

 

Such widespread use inevitably gives rise to security concerns and breaches. Indeed,            

cloud storage is notorious for having been at the center of leaked data scandals be it                
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celebrity photos or private data from large corporations. In light of this we will be               

focusing this Cloud Computing security analysis around three different cloud data           

storage services. We will look at their origins and background, analyze any existing             

security documentation and best practices regarding their server hosting and          

development and see if, based on our survey of current cloud computing security             

standards in the previous chapter, there are any obvious breaches which might be             

exploited by a malicious attacker. 

 

 

3.2 ownCloud 

 

The software ownCloud (ownCloud, 2019) was released in 2010 and is a open-source             

web application designed to allow users to create cloud-based file sharing and data             

synchronization services. It was designed using PHP and JavaScript as well as popular             

database management systems such as PostgreSQL and MySQL (Xu et al, 2015). 

 

In 2016 a fork of ownCloud was launched as NextCloud. Both are open source, but               

given the similarities between them and the fact that there is more available             

documentation for ownCloud we will not be analyzing NextCloud in this research. 

 

In 2012 ownCloud issued security advisories for every known vulnerability. Previous to            

that date we have not been able to find any information about security measures they               

might have taken. These security advisories consist of documentation regarding best           

practices for server owners as well as resources for reporting security flaws. Taking a              

closer look at both the security policies in place and the additional suggested security              

measures to be implemented on a user level we can see the following: 

 

● HTTPS: ownCloud strongly encourages an encrypted HTTPS connection        

for the user’s server, as well as routing any unencrypted traffic through            

HTTPS. This is to prevent a man-in-the-middle attack. 

● SSL configuration: default SSL configurations are often not        

state-of-the-art. Therefore ownCloud recommends using the Mozilla SSL        
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Configuration Generator as well as the Qualy SSL Labs Tests in order to             

generate a suitable SSL for the user’s environment as well as test if the              

SSL is properly set up. 

● Dedicated domain: users are strongly encouraged to use a dedicated          

domain for their ownCloud server in order to gain the benefits of            

Same-Origin Policy, a critical security mechanism that restricts how a          

document or script loaded from one origin can interact with a resource            

from another origin. It helps isolate potentially malicious documents,         

reducing possible attack vectors. 

● Two-factor authentication: an authentication method in which a        

computer user is granted access only after successfully presenting two or           

more pieces of evidence to an authentication mechanism. 

● SAML Authentication: Authentication information is exchanged through       

digitally signed XML documents. It's a complex single sign-on (SSO)          

implementation that enables seamless authentication. 

● Active Directory integration: Active Directory is a directory service         

developed by Microsoft for Windows domain networks. Integrating with         

Active Directory means importing users from AD into the a specific           

database and validating user credentials when a user connects to your           

website. 

● File locking: a mechanism that restricts access to a computer file by            

allowing only one user or process to access it in a specific time. 

● Intrusion detection system: ownCloud recommends Fail2ban which is        2

designed to protect against brute-force attacks and to secure a login. It            

does this by monitoring log files for certain patterns and taking action            

should suspicious patterns emerge. 

● Password policy: server administrators have the option of enforcing         

password policy on their users. This can be anything from a minimum            

character count to special character requirements to user password         

expiration dates. 

● Password hashing: ownCloud uses bcrypt, an adaptive hash function. 

2 Available at https://www.fail2ban.org/wiki/index.php/Main_Page Access on Dec 11, 2019 
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● Encryption at rest: ownCloud encrypts all physically stored data. 

● Rate-limiting: ownCloud does not use any form of rate-limiting but          

provides documentation on how to implement it should a user choose to            

do so.  

● ModSecurity: ownCloud makes use of ModSecurity , an open-source,        3

cross-platform web application firewall. It enables web applications to         

gain visibility into HTTP(S) traffic. Some of its functionalities include: 

○ Real-time application security monitoring and access control 

○ HTTP traffic logging 

○ Continuous passive security assessment 

○ Web application hardening 

 

ownCloud also has an extensive developer manual outlining security guidelines and best            

practices for their developers. These guidelines highlight some of the most common            

security problems and how to prevent them. Below is a condensed list of the security               

breaches ownCloud developers should take steps to prevent: 

 

● SQL Injection: ownCloud recommends always using prepared queries to         

prevent this. 

● Cross site scripting: despite the fact that ownCloud uses         

Content-Security-Policy to prevent the execution of inline JavaScript        

code developers are still required to prevent Cross-Site-Scripting (XSS) .         4

To do this, ownCloud recommends never using the PHP functions echo,           

print() or <%= but to instead use p() which will sanitize the input.             

Additionally, URLs must be validated to start with the expected protocol           

(e.g. http). 

HTML must not be manipulated directly via JavaScript as this can often            

lead to XSS due to unsanitized variables. 

● Clickjacking : ownCloud prevents clickjacking by including a specific        5

header in all template responses. 

3 Available at https://modsecurity.org/ Access on Dec 11, 2019 
4 Available at https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Cross-site_Scripting_(XSS) Access on Dec 10, 2019 
5 Available at https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Clickjacking Access on Dec 10, 2019 
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● Code executions and file inclusions: to prevent this in PHP user-input           

should never be allowed to run through the following functions: 

○ include() 

○ require() 

○ require_once() 

○ eval() 

○ fopen() 

 

● Directory traversal: Directory traversal is a web security vulnerability         

that allows an attacker to read arbitrary files on the server that is running              

an application. This might include application code and data, credentials          

for back-end systems, and sensitive operating system files.Sanitizing the         

file path (removing all / and \) prevents this attack 

● Shell injection: PHP code that executes commands should always escape          

every user parameter. If not, attackers may be able to execute arbitrary            

shell commands on the server. 

● Authentication bypass/ Privilege escalations: ownCloud offers three       

simple checks using the App Framework to prevent users from          

performing unauthorized actions. 

● Sensitive data exposure: developers should take care to always store user           

data or configuration files in safe locations and not in the webroot where             

they could be accessed by attackers. 

 

Notable security measures currently not implemented in ownCloud which might further           

improve their security is Access and Monitoring Control, Mobile Device Management,           

Built-in Ransomware Protection and FIPS 140-2 (U.S government security standard for           

cryptography). 

 

3.3 FileCloud 

 

FileCloud (getfilecloud, 2019) originally launched in 2012 which runs on Apache web            

server. File Cloud is web-based file transfer solution that offers comprehensive file and             
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folder management, multiple permission levels, file encryption, and large file storage. It            

provides a way to securely store, share, or send large files (like spreadsheets, databases,              

multi-media documents, etc.) at any time, from anywhere. 

 

It is not an open source project therefore public information about the development             

practices is limited. However, FileCloud has written some documentation for users           

regarding their security standards, the most notable of which are listed below: 

 

● Encryption at rest: FileCloud uses 26-bit AES SSL encryption, an          

advanced encryption standard is used for data at rest (data stored           

physically). 

● Active Directory integration: Active Directory is a directory service         

developed by Microsoft for Windows domain networks. Integrating with         

Active Directory means importing users from AD into the a specific           

database and validating user credentials when a user connects to your           

website. 

● Two-factor authentication: an authentication method in which a        

computer user is granted access only after successfully presenting two or           

more pieces of evidence to an authentication mechanism. 

● SAML Authentication: Authentication information is exchanged through       

digitally signed XML documents. It's a complex single sign-on (SSO)          

implementation that enables seamless authentication. 

● Granular user and file sharing permissions 

● Client application security policies 

● Enterprise antivirus integration 

● Unlimited file versioning 

● File locking: a mechanism that restricts access to a computer file by            

allowing only one user or process to access it in a specific time. 

● Endpoint device protections 

● Anti-virus scanning/ Ransomware protection: FileCloud supports      

scanning of uploaded files using ClamAV , an open source antivirus          6

6 Available at https://www.clamav.net/ Access on Dec 10, 2019 
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software. 

● Remote wipe: the administrator can remotely wipe the FileCloud data off           

a compromised device 

● Audit reporting: activity logs closely monitor user action within the          

system. 

● HTTPS: Apache server on which FileCloud runs can be configured to           

secure the web application with HTTPS protocol. 

● Storage level encryption and file encryption 

● SSL/TLS for secure file transmission 

 

 

Since FileCloud is not open source, there is no public information on their developer’s              

coding practices to prevent security breaches. Judging from the available public           

information, a possible flaw in their security measures could be the lack of an intrusion               

detection system. 

 

3.4 PowerFolder 

 

Originally released in 2012, PowerFolder (Powerfolder, 2019) is a European-based file           

synchronization service. It is not open source, however there is an open source             

PowerFolder client which may be run using the free edition of PowerFolder server. 

Notable PowerFolder security features include: 

 

● Encrypted transfers between servers and clients utilizing AES/RSA        

encryption algorithms. 

● Device authentication and verification using RSA encryption. 

● SSL support for mobile apps and web. 

● Client-side encryption using cryptomator  7

○ Encrypted transfers of data. 

○ Encrypted storage of data at rest. 

○ Encrypted communication between clients. 

7 Available at  https://cryptomator.org/ Access on: 29 Nov, 2019 
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● Central user management: Centralized user management allows IT the         

control and visibility over every device, application, or network across          

the organization, without dictating what resources are the right choice for           

each group. Central control over users ensures that digital assets stay           

within the organization. 

● Multi tenant system  

● Granular permission system: Granular permissions are used to grant         

system privileges, allowing you to construct site-specific roles with         

privileges to match your requirements, and restrict system administrators         

and database owners from accessing user data. 

● Password protection and expire dates on file links 

● Administrator remote deletion: allows an administrator to remotely        

delete compromised accounts or data. 

● Protection against XSS (Cross Site Scripting) attacks: the documentation         

does not specify exactly what this protection entails or how it is            

developed, only that it exists. 

● Protection against man in the middle attacks: the documentation does not           

specify exactly what this protection entails or how it is developed, only            

that it exists 

● Integration of Antivirus solutions directly with the server. 

 

Possible security flaws for PowerFolder include no File Locking, no Two Factor            

Authentication, no SAMLAuthentication and no Network Share Versioning. 

 

These softwares offer a few different hosting options and prices as shown in the table               

below. 
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Pricing ownCloud FileCloud PowerFolder 

Pricing Model -Free  
-Annual 
subscription 
-Quote-based 

-Monthly 
payment 
-Annual 
subscription 
-Quote-based 

-Free 
-Annual 
subscription 

Hosting Options Self-Hosted 
Cloud Hosted 

Self-Hosted 
Cloud Hosted 
Multi Tenancy 

Self-Hosted 
Cloud Hosted 
 

Price 50 
users/year 

Two price ranges: 
USD 3,600 
USD 9,000 

Three price 
ranges: 
USD 2,500 
USD 6,000 
UDD 9,000 

Two price ranges: 
USD 1,300 
USD 5,400 

Table 1: Comparison of cloud data storage software features 

 

 

 

3.5 An attempt at security testing cloud data storage software 

 

One of the first ideas surrounding this research was to carry out a series of penetration                

tests against the cloud data storage softwares above in order to test their security              

standards in an ethical hacking endeavor. However, we quickly ran into some core             

difficulties, namely that the penetration tests we were able to carry out did not test the                

security of the cloud servers per se, but of the local network on which we carried out the                  

tests. However, below we will briefly discuss the work that was carried out as it still                

speaks to the necessity of establishing good network security standards, as well as             

showcases the cloud data storage softwares efficacy at safeguarding against amateur           

penetration attacks. 

 

The first step was to build a virtual environment on which to carry out the security                

testing against these three softwares. This environment consisted of a local network and             

host computer containing the following specifications. 
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● Operating system: Windows 8 version 6.3 build 9600 

● CPU: Intel(R) Core(™) i7-5500U CPU @2.40GHz 

● RAM: 8.0 GB DDR3 @ 1600MHz 

● Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 840M Integrated RAMDAC 4020 MB 

● Hard Drive: 910 GB NTFS  

 

On the host computer three virtual machines were created. They utilize the hardware             

specifications of the host computer and consist of a Kali Linux-based machine for             

running the penetration tests, a Ubuntu-based machine for hosting the cloud servers and             

a Windows 7 based machine to act as the end user of the cloud servers. All three virtual                  

machines are run on Oracle VM VirtualBox version 6.0.12. Utilizing these machines we             

attempted to carry out some penetration attacks which may commonly affect other users             

of cloud-based storage services. The specifications for these machines are as follows. 

 

 

 

● Machine 1: Kali Linux 

 

 

Figure 2: Kali Linux penetration testing machine 
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● Machine 2: Server Host 

 

Figure 3: Cloud server host machine 

 

 

● Machine 3: End User 

 

Figure 4: End user machine 
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After setting up this virtual environment we proceeded to install the ownCloud            

community server edition on our cloud server host machine. Once the server was             

installed, we attempted to carry out a few simple penetration tests using Kali linux on               

our first machine.  

 

The first attack was a man-in-the-middle attack, in which the attacker attempts to             

intercept the communication between two other computers or devices. In this scenario            

the attacker was our Kali linux machine, while the victim was the Windows 7 machine               

which was uploading an image on to the ownCloud server hosted on the Ubuntu              

machine. While we were able to successfully sniff out the image being uploaded to              

ownCloud from the victim machine, it was only because we had not enabled HTTPS              

encryption on our ownCloud server, which is clearly stated in the ownCloud            

documentation as best practice for server administrators. None of the other simple tests             

attempted were successful, and the majority of the attacks to be analyzed in chapter 4               

are of a much more critical nature which makes them unviable to carry out in an                

amateur environment, so this line of research was discarded in favor of an in-depth              

analysis of the possible attacks and their countermeasures. 

 

We have now established the security standards and best practices for the three cloud              

data storage softwares being analyzed in this research. In the following chapter we will              

take a look at some of the most critical attacks specifically designed to breach cloud               

softwares such as these, we will talk about how these attacks might be ethically              

executed through penetration tests and subsequently how they can be safeguarded           

against. 
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4 - Cloud Computing Attacks and 

Countermeasures 

Besides the attacks that might be carried out against most conventional software, cloud             

computing opens up new avenues of attack due to the dynamic and demanding nature of               

its environment. Because of this, over the years, many kinds of attacks targeting cloud              

computing infrastructure have emerged, and other more traditional attacks have taken           

on a new threat in light of the vulnerabilities exposed by cloud software.  

 

In this section we will analyze the most critical attacks which could be carried out               

against a cloud computing software, as well as suggested countermeasures proposed by            

recent literature. Despite the threat these attacks present, this analysis could also be used              

as a guide to ethical penetration testing against enterprise cloud software in order to              

verify and safeguard the currently implemented security measures. Due to the           

complexity of the previously analysed cloud data storage softwares as well as the             

critical nature of the following attacks, we will not be carrying out these tests ourselves,               

however the analysis may be used as a blueprint for future testing endeavors should the               

need and occasion arise to test and safeguard similar enterprise softwares. 

 

4.1 Man-in-the-middle attacks 

 

A man-in-the-middle attack (MITM) happens when an attacker intercepts the          

communication between two parties without their knowledge. Often the attacker will           

impersonate one or both of the parties attempting to communicate and gain access to              

confidential information. This attacks exploits the real-time processing of transactions,          

conversations or other kinds of data exchanges. This attack is hardly new or unique to               
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cloud computing however certain MITM attacks might become more pervasive due to            

cloud computing architecture. For example, cloud computing may be more vulnerable           

to wrapping attacks. Wrapping attacks occur when attacks manipulate an XML           

document through the XML signature element wrapping. Because cloud users typically           

connect to services via a web browser this increases the risk for cloud computing users               

to fall prey to this kind of attack. 

 

 

Figure 5: MITM Attack (Imperva, 2020) 

 

An illustrative example of a man-in-the-middle attacks can be seen in Figure 5 above, in               

which a perpetrator attempts to intercept the communication between a web application            

and a user. 

 

Solutions for this kind of attack are generally considered best practices by industry             

standards. They consist of utilizing proper Secure Socket Layers (SSL) architecture.           

SSL makes use of TCP to provide reliable end-to-end protocols (Naseer et al, 2017).              

Other security measures put forward by Alhenaki et al (Alhenaki et al, 2019) include the               

use of encryption/decryption algorithms and an Intrusion Detection System. 
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4.2 Man-in-the-cloud attacks 

 

One of the most common attacks against cloud file storage and synchronization            

applications are the man-in-the-cloud attacks . This kind of attack depends on exploiting            8

the cloud applications synchronization protocols and end-user authentication token         

(Jabir et al, 2016). Synchronization tokens, commonly implemented in popular file           

share applications, save a token on the endpoint, either in the registry or in a file, after                 

initial authentication in order to improve usability - this way users don’t have to re-enter               

their credentials every time they wish to access their files. Man-in-the-cloud attacks            

exploit these synchronization token systems to gain access to cloud accounts.  

 

Part of the danger of MITC is how difficult it can be to detect. MITC does not require                  

any particular malicious code or exploit, and the use of well-known synchronization            

protocols makes it extremely difficult to distinguish malicious traffic from normal           

traffic (Imperva, 2015). A MITC attack might consist of a simple tool, ran through a               

drive-by-download exploit or a simpler Phishing attack , which copies this          9 10

authentication token from the victim’s machine by modifying some specific files or            

registry keys and subsequently gains access to the victim’s account. In some instances             

the attacker might even be able to maintain remote access to the victim’s account for               

however long they choose without the victim ever becoming aware of the security             

breach. 

 

The persistence of MITC attacks is part of the danger. Besides how difficult they are to                

detect, even if the victim does become aware of the security breach it can be extremely                

difficult to deny further access of the attack to the account. The attacker’s             

synchronization token must be revoked which is not always possible depending on the             

synchronization application being used. Often times, the only solution should this kind            

of attack be successfully carried out is for the victim to cancel their current account and                

8 Available at https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2019/01/21/mitc-attack/ Access on: 29 Nov, 2019 
9 Available at https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/definition/drive-by-download Access on: 29 
Nov, 2019 
10 Available at www.imperva.com/learn/application-security/phishing-attack-scam/ Access on: 29 Nov 
2019 
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open a new one, which may result in any number of inconveniences such as data loss or                 

subscription renewals. 

 

Given the discrete nature of this attack and how difficult it can be to detect, it is                 

recommended preventive security measures be prioritized. These should be a mixture of            

software and interpersonal solutions, since this attack relies heavily on social           

engineering to be carried out. Best practices against MITC attacks are as follows: 

 

● Two-Factor Authentication: Also known as Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA),        

this is simple but effective security measure that adds another layer of credential             

requirements in order for a user to log in to their account. This could be anything                

from a phone number or email verification to biometrics. This extra layer of             

security is effective at thwarting MITC attackers who are unable to authenticate            

beyond the synchronization token (Pressley, 2019). Unfortunately, MFA is still          

not as widely used as one might expect. Indeed, of the three cloud data storage               

softwares being studied in this research, only one (ownCloud) implements MFA           

as their default.  

 

● Data Encryption: while encryption cannot prevent a successful MITC attack, it           

can minimize the repercussions of a successful security breach. If a MITC            

attacker gains access to a victim’s account but all the data therein is adequately              

encrypted, then the data loss is significantly reduced as the attacker would not be              

able to access the contents of the data. This assumes the encryption key is not               

also stored within the cloud service. Thankfully, good encryption standards are           

not only expected from cloud data storage systems, they are also required by law              

in many countries . All three of the cloud data storage softwares being studied             11

in this research implement data encryption, both in transit and at rest. However,             

only ownCloud specifies the existence of a physical master key, or a master key              

that is not also stored in the cloud application. 

 

● Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB): this solution was originally proposed as           

11 Available at https://www.silentcircle.com/encryption-laws/ Access on: 29 Nov, 2019 
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a solution to the MITC attack by Imperva , a reputable cyber security software             12

company based in California. CASBs are security enforcement points between          

consumers and service providers that apply security controls to access cloud           

services, usually SaaS services (Fernandez et al, 2015). They intermediate all the            

traffic between an organization’s cloud applications and endpoint devices, and          

automatically replace each application’s authentication token with an encrypted         

variant before delivering them to the endpoints. This way, in the eventuality of a              

MITC attack, the attackers token would fail the validation and decryption check            

and deny them access to the victim’s account. Of the three cloud data storage              

softwares analysed in this research, none seem to make use of a CASB. If they               

do, it is not included in the security information and documentation readily            

available to the general public. One theory as to why this may be is the generally                

significant cost of hiring a third party reputable CASB vendor which may            

discourage smaller companies from contracting them. 

 

● Security training: a simple yet obvious security solution, regular employee          

training in best security practices and standards is very effective against a MITC             

attack given how heavily it relies on social engineering. A well-trained and            

vigilant employee is less likely to open a suspicious attachment inside a phishing             

email or on a malicious link. Due to the private nature of inner-organization             

security trainings there is no available information as to the frequency and            

quality or even the existence of security trainings within the three cloud data             

storage softwares being analyzed in this research. 

 

Penetration testing your application for MITC vulnerabilities is another important          

security measure. While there is little current information about best practices for            

penetration tests against this attack given how recently it’s emerged into the public eye,              

Imperva’s whitepaper about MITC describes different kinds of attacks which might be            13

ethically replicated in an offensive security endeavor. 

 

12 Available at https://www.imperva.com/ Access on: 29 Nov, 2019 
13 Available at https://www.imperva.com/docs/HII_Man_In_The_Cloud_Attacks.pdf Access on: 29 Nov, 
2019 
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4.3 Denial-of-Service attacks 

 

Considered one of the top cloud computing security issues of 2019 , denial-of-service            14

attacks, or DoS attacks, have taken on a new threat in the age of cloud computing. A                 

DoS attack generally consists of flooding a website or other online service with more              

traffic than the server or network can accommodate. This is an attack on Availability, as               

the end goal is to render the service inoperable. While this attack can be devastating               

enough under the traditional software model, in the “pay-as-you-go” approach to cloud            

computing resource management a DoS attack may result in devastating economic loss            

for the victim. The very aspects of cloud computing that make it such an attractive               

choice for businesses, namely elasticity , multi-tenancy and auto-scaling , are         15 16 17

precisely what DoS attackers aim to exploit by causing the victims to consume an              

immense amount of hardware resources, which results in a very expensive service bill.             

This is in addition to the traditional consequences of a DoS attack which include              

economic loss due to downtime, reputation and brand image loss, and even data loss              

depending on the nature of the DoS attack (Somani et al, 2015). 

 

Closely tied to DoS attacks are DDoS attacks, or distributed-denial-of-service attacks,           

which differ from DoS in that they launch the attack from multiple locations or              

computers as opposed to just one. Figure 6 below demonstrates the core difference             

between these two attacks, 

 

14 Available at 
https://www.cloudmanagementinsider.com/top-5-cloud-computing-security-issues-and-strategies-used-by
-hackers/ Access on 30 Nov, 2019 
15 Available at 
https://solutionsreview.com/cloud-platforms/what-is-elasticity-and-how-does-it-affect-cloud-computing/ 
Access on 30 Nov, 2019 
16 Available at https://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/multi-tenant-cloud Access on 30 
Nov, 2019 
17 Available at https://docs.rightscale.com/faq/What_is_auto-scaling.htmlAccess on 30 Nov, 2019 
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Figure 6: DoS vs DDoS (Cloudfare, 2020) 

 

DoS attacks are typically classified into two distinct types, namely bandwidth attacks            

and resource depletion attacks (Bakr et al, 2019). Bakr et al define the difference              

between the two as follows: 

 

Bandwidth attacks focus on sending a large amount of traffic from single of             

distributed devices, the most common methods utilizing UDP protocols since          

UDP packet replies are much larger than their requests. On the other hand,             

resource depletion utilizes a wide variety of methods, sometimes it can rely on             

how the protocol is structured like TCP flood attacks, other times it might rely              

on how certain applications are written like in buffer overflow attacks. (Bakr et             

al, 2019, p.189) 

 

Web application and services, especially cloud services, have become the main target of             

bandwidth depletion attacks. DoS solutions are still struggling to keep up with these             

kinds of attacks, since application-level DoS attacks can emulate the same           

characteristics of legitimate clients, which makes them much harder to detect and            

mitigate (Choi et al, 2014). Indeed, some of the most recent and relevant research being               

published today regarding DoS attacks on cloud software propose models and           

techniques to improve detection of DoS attacks.  

 

Part of preventing and dealing with DoS and DDoS attacks comes from understanding             
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how they are carried out in the first place. DoS attacks can be made using a variety of                  

tools and methods, and each one will have exploit different security vulnerabilities and             

have different consequences for the victim. Behal and Kumar (Behal and Kumar, 2017)             

propose in their paper a taxonomy of DDoS attack tools which can be categorized as per                

the figure below:  

 

 

Figure 7: Taxonomy of DDoS Attack Tools (Behal and Kumar, 2017) 

 

Figure 7 describes a series of different tools which might be utilized to carry out a                

variety of different DDoS attacks. Knowing which tools and methods are being used to              

carry out a DoS attack is critical in the eventuality of being the victim of a DoS attack.                  

It can also be helpful for offensive security testing, in that a penetration tester might               

want to safeguard their system against any number of DoS attacks originating from             

different tools. Knowing all the avenues of attack is important when it comes to              

safeguarding a system. 

 

While best practices to avoid DoS attacks is still very much an open issue, with new                

research frequently pointing to different solutions and techniques, Somani et al (Somani            

et al, 2017) present, in their research, a taxonomy for DoS attacks in cloud computing               

compiled from recent literature. They also discuss the challenges these techniques           

present and any existing issues. Here we will address some of the most relevant and               
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widely implemented techniques put forth in their paper. 

  

Defense against DoS in the cloud can generally be achieved in three different ways: 

 

● Attack prevention: this category consists of proactive techniques meant to          

impede as much as possible the eventuality of a DoS attack. 

 

Notable preventative techniques include challenge response authentication       

processes, in which a protocol will attempt to determine if a user is a              

bot/attacker machine by means of a challenge or question that the user must             

answer correctly in order to gain access to the system. One of the most common               

examples of this technique is the implementation of a Turing test in the form of               

a CAPTCHA (Somani et al, 2017).  

 

Hidden servers or ports is another frequently implemented DoS preventative          

measure. The objective is to remove the direct communication link between the            

client and server by keeping an intermediate node/proxy to work as a forwarding             

authority (Somani et al, 2017). Hiding resources can be used in a series of ways               

such as with ephemeral servers (Khor and Nakao, 2009). Hidden servers can            

help in preventing the malicious traffic from a DoS from affecting the real             

server. 

 

Resource limitation techniques are another important measure that might prevent          

the enormous economic loss that comes from a DoS attack against software            

hosted on the cloud. This is sometimes achieved by placing a “cap”, or             

maximum threshold, for the resources which might be consumed from the cloud            

provider. However this may be a disadvantage in the eventuality of a server             

experiencing a surge of genuine, non-malicious traffic. A possible solution to           

this could be an algorithm that decides whether or not a traffic increase is              

malicious or genuine and allocates resources accordingly, however as we’ve          

established before differentiating between malicious and non-malicious traffic is         

still very much an open issue. 
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● Attack detection: it’s nearly impossible to prevent all kinds of DoS attacks, so             

there should be detection and recovery controls in place for when preventative            

measures fail. Below are some of the most notable detection techniques           

proposed by recent literature: 

 

Anomaly detection consists of attempting to identify anomalous, or malicious,          

traffic usually by establishing a baseline from the behavioral patterns of regular            

traffic flow. Machine Learning and feature based detection solutions are often           

implemented for this technique. Kalai and Ranjana (Kalai and Ranjana, 2019)           

utilize a Hadoop framework with MapReduce to detect anomalies from a HTTP            

flood DoS attack. The major challenges for this technique consist in the behavior             

identification of the features that make up the training datasets.  

 

BotCloud detection is necessary when a DDoS attacker not only targets cloud            

services as the victim for their attacks, but also utilizes cloud infrastructure to             

carry out said attack. When cloud infrastructure is used for the purpose of             

installing botnets this is known as a BotCloud. A BotCloud detection system            18

should have a broad view of all nodes in the cloud environment, be based on               

cloud-core technologies and be reliable for large cloud environments while also           

being effective (Memarian et al, 2015). The solution proposed by Memarian et            

al consists of applying Virtual Machine Inspection (VMI) and data mining           19

techniques to separate the infected cloud VMs from the remainder. Fracois et al             

(Francois et al, 2011) propose an algorithm implemented in Hadoop to           

differentiate between legitimate and bot nodes. 

 

● Attack mitigation: in the eventuality of an attack, the server should be able to              

continue providing access to legitimate users. Downtime is a serious issue for            

18 Available at https://us.norton.com/internetsecurity-malware-what-is-a-botnet.html Access on 02 Dec, 
2019 
19 Available at 
https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/virtual-machine-introspection-in-malware-analysis/#gref Access on 
02 Dec, 2019 
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businesses which may result in economic and brand loss. Mitigation techniques           

aim to keep the server alive and serving requests to legitimate users even while              

under the effects of a DoS attack. 

 

Resource scaling is one of the most popular features of the cloud. It is also               

considered to be one of the best mitigation techniques to counter DoS attacks by              

allowing servers to be continually available with scaled resources (Somani et al,            

2017). Of course, the disadvantage of this technique is when the DoS attacker is              

trying to generate economic loss for the victim and so continually increases the             

scale of the attack until the victim is forced to either pay enormous amounts to               

keep their servers up and running or instead shut down and deal with the              

repercussions of downtime.  

 

Software defined networking is an emerging reconfigurable networking        

paradigm which is changing the landscape of DoS mitigation. The separation of            

the data plane and control plane is the key idea behind SDN networks (Hameed              

and Khan, 2018). The authors propose a protocol that allows SDN controllers to             

safely communicate and transfer information about ongoing attacks to each          

other. This enables effective filtering near the source of the attack, saving time             

and network resources. While SDN-based is still a developing topic but one that             

holds great promise. 

 

Penetration testing for DoS can be complicated due to legal issues. Depending on your              

cloud service provider this kind of attack may not be allowed, even in an ethical               

endeavor, due to the critical nature of its consequences. Even if an ethical DDoS attack               

is legally viable, it can still be extremely expensive due to the need to create a vast and                  

high-quality network of bots from multiple sources. However, there are ways to test the              

defensive techniques of a system without creating an entire DDoS scenario, such as             

isolated testing of the individual components of the security measures as opposed to a              

full-scale penetration test.  
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4.4 Cloud malware injection attack 

 

A cloud malware injection attack occurs when an attacker attempts to inject a malicious              

service or virtual machine into the cloud environment. The attacker will create their own              

malicious service implementation model (SaaS or PaaS) or virtual machine instance           

(IaaS) and try to add it to the cloud environment (Chouhan and Singh, 2016). The               

attackers objective is to have their service implementation be treated as a valid instance              

by the cloud system, and have traffic redirected to the malicious service in order for the                

malware to be executed. Should the attacker be successful, they would be able to              

perform any number of illegal activities such as eavesdropping, data modification,           

unauthorized access to cloud resources, user credential leakage, functionality changes          

and service blocking (Islam et al, 2016). Part of the challenge of dealing with malware               

injection attacks in the cloud is not only detecting it’s occurrence but also determining              

which virtual machine instances are being used by the attacker for the malicious service              

implementation.  

 

Normally a malware injection attack is done via a compromised FTP server . Malware             20

attempts to sniff FTP passwords and sends these passwords (and the user name) back to               

the attacker. The attacker then uses the FTP credentials to access the website in order to                

add malicious code to the site’s web page which in turn infects other visitors who access                

it (Khan and Gill, 2018). In a cloud-based system, a web client’s request is executed               

based on authentication and authorization. During this authorization and authentication          

process a large amount of metadata is exchanged between the web server and web              

browser. An attacker can take advantage of this metadata. In another form of malware              

injection attack, an adversary attempts to inject malicious service or code. In this case,              

the injected malicious service or code appears as a valid instance of services running in               

the cloud. If the attacker is successful, then the cloud service will be vulnerable to               

eavesdropping and deadlocks, the later forces a legitimate user to wait until the             

completion of a job, which was not generated by the user. This type of attack is also                 

known as a meta-data spoofing attack (Khan and Gill, 2018). 

 

20 Available at https://www.techopedia.com/definition/26108/ftp-server Access on 03 Dec, 2019 
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A possible countermeasure to this kind of attack as proposed by Shaikh (Shaikh, 2016)              

is to perform a service instance integrity check for incoming requests. He describes this              

as follows: 

A hash value can be used to store on original service instance’s image file and               

subsequently compared with the hash values of all new service instance images.            

As a result of using the hash values, an attacker is required to create a valid                

hash value comparison in order to trick the cloud system and inject a malicious              

instance into the cloud system (Shaikh, 2016, p. 751) 

 

Another proposed solution by Chouhan and Singh (Chouhan and Singh, 2016) is to use              

hardware for integrity purposes due to the increased difficulty in intruding at the IaaS              

level. A file allocation table system (FAT) might be used to determine the validity and               

integrity of the new instance by comparing the current and previous instances against             

each other. For this solution, a hypervisor should be deployed on the provider’s side.              

This hypervisor would be responsible for scheduling all the instance and services and             

should check against the file allocation table to validate and integrate an instance of              

customer access (Chouhan and Singh, 2016). 

 

Amongst all the malware injection attacks, SQL injection and cross-site scripting (XSS)            

are probably two of the most well known ones, so much so that the security standards in                 

place to prevent them are prime examples given by the three cloud data storage              

softwares we’ve analysed previously in this research. SQL injections target SQL servers            

that run vulnerable database applications by injecting malicious code in order to bypass             

the login and gain access to confidential data. Meanwhile, cross-site scripting (XSS)            

deals with injecting code into the data context of HTML-based documents on the client              

side and gaining access to sensitive data from within the server. It allows the attacker to                

execute scripts from within the clients’ web browser. Both should be frequently tested             

against in order to assure the continued safety of the cloud application. 

Solutions to SQL Injection as proposed by Alhenaki et al (Alhenaki et al, 2019) include               

appropriate filtration to sanitize user input, avoiding the use of dynamically generated            

SQL in the code and using a proxy-based architecture to dynamically detect and extract              

user input.  
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4.5 Authentication attacks 

 

Any authentication mechanisms should provide high security and support user mobility           

but this is even more crucial for cloud applications where end users will be accessing               

their applications from a variety of different locations and different devices. The need to              

have a trustworthy yet practical authentication mechanism poses significant         

requirements to the security of a user authentication mechanism. Because of this, there             

exists numerous attacks that can exploit loopholes in different authentication          

mechanisms, therefore identifying the most secure authentication mechanism with high          

user acceptability is a big challenge in the cloud environment. Brute force            

authentication attacks are still very much common against applications that use only a             

login and password mechanism. Therefore strong password standards should be          

encouraged, as well as password hashing and encryption. Different authentication          

mechanisms should be considered such as biometrics. Authentication tokens, while          

frequently used, fall prey to their own set of attacks as seen previously in Section 4.2                

which details the man-in-the-cloud attacks, designed specifically to take advantage of           

the widespread use of authentication tokens in file share softwares.  

 

4.6 Phishing attacks 

 

Phishing attacks affect both cloud providers and users in the PaaS cloud model             

(Alhenaki et al, 2019). This kind of attacks aims to manipulate a web link and redirect                

the user to a fake link. Should the use click this link the attack would then be able to                   

hijack their account and gain access to confidential data. Phishing attacks are some of              

the oldest in the book, so there are various systems in place that allow users to easily                 

safeguard against them, such as using anti-spam tools and pop-up blockers. 

 

4.7 Port Scanning attacks 

 

Port scanning is a popular form of reconnaissance that may precede another attack. It              

consists of the attacker sending requests to each port, asking to connect to a network.               
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The scan will then make note of which ports responde and which seem vulnerable. Once               

the attacker has determined vulnerable ports in a network, the scan will classify ports              

into three categories: 

● Open: The host responds, announcing it is listening and open to requests. An             

open port means it’s a path to attack the network. 

● Closed: The host responds, but notes there is no application listening. Often,            

hackers will come back to scan again in case it opens up. 

● Filtered: The host does not respond to a request. This could mean the packet was               

dropped due to congestion or a firewall. 

Common solutions for port scanning attacks include firewalls and TCP wrappers (which            

allow administrators the flexibility to permit or deny access to the servers based on IP               

addresses or domain names). Alhenaki et al also cite packet counts, neural networks and              

capturing packets as possible solutions. 

4.8 Cross-virtual-machine attacks 

Also known as side channel attacks, cross-VM attacks target highly sensitive data and             

computations, e.g., cryptographic operations. They use a hidden channel that leaks           

information on an operation, typically execution time or cache access patterns. A side             

channel attack may break cryptography by using information leaked by physical           

parameters, such as monitoring the electromagnetic field (EMF) radiation emitted by a            

computer screen to view information before it's encrypted. Other well-known side           

channel attacks include spying on the power consumption of an electronic device to             

steal an encryption key, or acoustic attacks that record the sound of a user's keystrokes               

to steal their password. This is shown in Figure 8 below where the side channel               

information might be stolen to decryption the ciphertext information. 
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Figure 8: Side channel attack 

Such “channels” are commonly created in software implementation of cryptographic          

algorithms. Cross-VM attacks can be applied to a wide range of computing devices             

from smartcards to VMs. Their impact may be greater than other attacks targeting             

cryptographic algorithms as they attempt to retrieve secret data without any special            

privileged access and in a non-exhaustive manner (Bazm et al, 2017). Proposed            

solutions by Alhenaki et al to this kind of attack include virtual firewalls and strong               

encryption and decryption protocols. 

4.9 VM Rollback attacks 

In this kind of attacker there is an attempt to take advantage of a VM from an old                  

snapshot. Wani and Lone further define VM Rollback as follows: 

Virtualization is the most volatile part of cloud computing environment and           

to no surprise can be used to compromise virtual machines by a malicious             

hypervisor. The hypervisor at any point of time is authorized to suspend a             

VM during execution, take a snapshot of current CPU states, memory and disk             

and resume a snapshot afterwards without the knowledge of guest VM. This            

characteristic of the hypervisor is used mainly for fault tolerance and           

maintenance, but the attackers have exploited this characteristic of the          
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hypervisor to successfully launch VM rollback attacks. The attackers take          

advantage of previously taken snapshots and run them without the user’s           

knowledge. The history is cleared to avoid getting caught and the same or             

different snapshot can be run again (Wani and Lone, 2017, p. 101) 

Alhenaki et al suggest using the suspend and resume features of VMs as defense against               

this kind of attack. The suspend and resume feature allows the user to save the current                

state of a virtual machine. When the virtual machine is resumed, the applications that              

were running before the suspension will resume their running state with their content             

unchanged. 

4.10 VM Escape attack 

VM escape is an exploitation by which a malware running in a VM bypasses the               

isolation between the host and VMs and interacts directly with the hypervisor. This             

provides the attacker a root privilege, access to the host OS, and possibly full control               

over the environment (Rakotondravony et al, 2017). This allows the attacker to read,             

write and execute the contents of the memory that is beyond the access of the               

compromised tenant (Alhenaki et al, 2019). Figure 9 below demonstrates how the attack             

VM might interact with the target hypervisor to access root privileges. 

 

Figure 9: VM Escape Attack (Jiang et al, 2017) 
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Alhenaki et al recommend as security solutions to this kind of attack monitoring             

hypervisor activities, requiring VM isolation, using a secure hypervisor and configuring           

the host/guest interactions. 

 

4.11 Countermeasures implemented in enterprise softwares 

Now that we’ve taken a look at some of the most challenging and critical of attacks                

which might be carried out against cloud software we will analyse which of the              

proposed countermeasures are currently implemented by the previously analysed cloud          

data storage enterprise softwares in the table below: 

Attack Solution ownCloud FileCloud PowerFolder 

MITM SSL, 
encryption, 
Intrusion 
Detection 
System 

Yes Yes Yes 

MITC MFA, Data 
encryption, 
CASB 

Yes Yes No 

DoS Intrusion 
Detection/Prev
ention System, 
Resource 
scaling, 
Hidden 
resources 

Yes Yes No 

Malware 
Injection 

Sanitize user 
input, Avoid 
dynamically 
generated 
SQL, Service 
instance 
integrity check 

Yes Yes Yes 

Authentication Password Yes Yes No 
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standards, 
password 
hashing, 
authentication 
tokens 

Phishing Pop-up 
blockers 

N/A N/A N/A 

Port Scanning Firewalls, TCP 
wrappers, 
Packet count 

Yes Yes Yes 

Cross-VM Firewalls, 
Encryption/De
cryption 
protocols 

Yes Yes Yes 

VM Rollback Suspend and 
Resume 

N/A N/A N/A 

VM Escape VM isolation, 
Monitoring 
hypervisor 

N/A N/A N/A 

Table 2: Software solutions 

While at first glance it may seem like all three software options are equal in terms of 

cloud security, this may not be necessarily true as we are not privy to many details 

regarding these software suppliers internal processes to guarantee security. From the 

data made publicly available ownCloud seems to have a strong emphasis on security, 

both for the developers who contribute to this open-source project as well as having 

detailed security instructions in place for the end users who might make use of their 

products. This helps the cloud server to be as secure as possible during day-to-day use. 

FileCloud was also notable in that they implement all the security features present in the 

other two, and more. Also, while the other two software services may limit certain 

security measures to higher paying customers (such as Two-Factor Authentication) 

NextCloud includes it in all of its software packages. This has the downside of coming 
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at a higher cost as there is no free option to FileCloud and the annual costs are the 

highest of the three. 

PowerFolder has the advantage of being the most affordable of the three softwares we 

analysed, as well as having a free option. However, there are many security features 

which they limit to paying customers so a free version of this software wouldn’t be 

sufficient for the needs of an institution that handles highly confidential information, 

such as the School of Applied Informatics. 
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5 - Conclusions 

We have presented our study on the current state of cloud computing security taken              

from recent international literature. 

 

Chapter 2 presents an overview of cloud computing architecture and security. Section            

2.1 consite of a definition for cloud computing, it’s different service levels and models,              

used as a reference throughout the remainder of the research. Section 2.2 presented an              

overview of the current security standards and vulnerabilities throughout the different           

models of cloud computing. Finally, Section 2.3 presented some solutions to each of the              

issues which were stated. 

 

Chapter 3 looked at three cloud data storage enterprise softwares. These three softwares             

are presented in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. We contrasted their currently implemented             

security solutions to those analysed in the previous chapter. Possible security breaches            

were pointed out. 

 

Chapter 4 presents three of the most critical and notable attacks against cloud             

computing architectures. This chapter analysed the attacks’ definition, the security          

vulnerabilities they seek to exploit and how to safeguard against them. We contrasted             

the countermeasures proposed by recent literature to those implemented by the cloud            

data storage enterprise softwares analysed previously in Chapter 3. Section 4.1 of this             

chapter presents man-in-the-cloud attacks, Section 4.2 distributed-denial-of-service       

attacks, and finally Section 4.3 malware injection attacks. 

 

The analysis in this work could be used as a blueprint should the need arise to                

implement a cloud server for the School of Applied Informatics, as we analyzed in our               

motivation in Chapter 1. The nature of these softwares means that a server could be               

hosted either completely online or make use of the hardware already in place in the               
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school, and in this way could the extensive and important databases be migrated into the               

cloud. The annual sum for 50 users, which should meet the needs of the schools faculty                

and staff, surely must be far lesser than the cost required for regular maintenance and               

hardware replacement for the physical servers currently in place. Implementing any of            

the cloud data storage softwares analysed in this paper would mean easy and consistent              

access to school data as well as the practicality of secure and confidential file sharing               

between faculty members. Given this scenario, a proposal of how to best implement a              

cloud architecture for the school, studying and taking into account existing           

infrastructure and faculty opinion, could be an interesting avenue of future research. 

 

 

5.1 Limitations 

 

Due to the critical nature of the attacks analysed in Chapter 4, as well as legal                

constraints surrounding the cloud data storage enterprise softwares, we were not able to             

carry out any of the attacks ourselves in an ethical hacking endeavor. Penetration testing              

against these attacks would be an interesting way to both analyse and safeguard the              

cloud softwares against these attacks. 

 

 

5.2 Future work 

 

It is evident from our research and analysis that given the widespread adoption of the               

cloud, the security issues presented in recent literature must be addressed thoroughly.            

Therefore, enrichment of the existing solution techniques as well as more innovative            

approaches seeking to mitigate these problems are needed. Though Cloud Computing is            

an ever more popular software solution, it is still in its infancy, and its widespread               

adoption will rely heavily on how the ever increasing security concerns will be             

addressed in the upcoming days. 
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